Abstract. We naturally associate a measurable space of paths to a couple of orthogonal vector fields over a surface and we integrate the length function over it. This integral is interpreted as a natural continuous generalization of indirect influences on finite graphs and can be thought as a tool to capture geometric information of the surface. As a byproduct we calculate volumes in different examples of spaces of paths.
Introduction
In [2] methodologies to generalize indirect influences on finite graphs as integrals of paths were introduced. The main idea is to regard a manifold M and vector fields X 1 , . . . , X k on it as a continuous generalization of a graph, interpreting points of M as vertexes and X 1 , . . . , X k as infinitesimal edges. Intuitively the flows of the vector fields provide direct influences between the points of the manifold and their concatenations provide the indirect influences. In [2] , under suitable conditions, measures on the space of indirect influences are defined. In this article we explore these methodologies on concrete examples and relate our calculations with the continuous binomial introduced in [3] . As pointed out in [2] the path integrals associated to directed manifolds, whose theory we use in this work, could be of interest in the framework of indirect influences on graphs, Feynman integrals and geometric control. captures information on the indirect influence of the vertex i over the vertex j traveling through other k different vertexes by the formula
In this way e −λA = ∞ k=0
, λ a formal parameter, is a matrix which codifies the indirect influences generated by A. Ideas in this direction have been developed in different contexts as can be found for instance in [1, 4, 5, 7] .
In this article instead of considering indirect influences quantified via the product of the direct influences, we consider their sum. Geometrically we can think the sum of the weighted edges joining two points of the graph as a length of a path between the two points. Then a natural generalization of these ideas in the continuous context of [2] is to consider an integral of the length of the indirect influences. More precisely we will consider a smooth Riemannian surface (M, g) endowed with two vector fields X 1 and X 2 . Following [2] we can assign to each pair p, q of points of M , the space Γ p,q (t) of indirect influences at time t of p over q: paths formed by concatenating the flows of X 1 and X 2 . Under suitable conditions Γ p,q (t) is endowed with a natural measure d(γ) (see [2, Thm. 13, Cor. 14]) and thus we consider the path-like integral Γp,q(t) l(γ)d(γ), where l(γ) denotes the length of a path γ ∈ Γ p,q (t).
Our main result allow us to compute this integral in terms of the continuous binomial coefficient t a and the coefficients of the metric g (appropriate definitions will be introduced later): Theorem 4.1. Consider a directed smooth surface (M ; X 1 , X 2 ) endowed with a Riemannian metric g. Assume that there is a local parametrization Φ :
, where h and f are smooth positive strictly increasing function. Then for any pair of points p = Φ(x 0 , y 0 ), q = Φ(x 1 , y 1 ) in M and t > 0 such that Γ p,q (t) = ∅ we have
Considering the growth of the binomial coefficient we can also describe through the previous formula the growth of the integral Γp,q(t) l(γ)d(γ) for large values of t and a, see Corollary 4.2 below.
A natural question is how much of the geometry of M catches the integral of the length
The previous theorem shows that we can recover the terms h(
Conversely, although these terms do not have an intrinsic geometric meaning in M , we observe that fixing p = Φ(x 0 , y 0 ) the theorem allows to calculate g(X 1 , X 1 ) at q = Φ(x 1 , y 1 ) from the path-like integral of the length as long as we know g(X 1 , X 1 ) at p and g(X 2 , X 2 ) at p and q by simply solving the previous formula for h(x 1 ). This means we can deduce information about the Riemannian metric through the length integral.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 the basic framework on directed manifolds is recalled and further examples are provided, including the space of paths Γ p,q (t) and the measure d(γ) of [2] . In Section 3 we recall the definition of the continuous binomial coefficients of [3] and develop some new properties through Bessel-Clifford functions. Finally in Section 4 we prove our main result and give examples of it for surfaces of constant curvature.
Direct manifolds and directed paths
The aim of this section is to establish the basic framework and necessary terminology on directed manifolds and directed paths based on [2] .
We will use the following notation through the text: Let N be the set of natural numbers including 0, Q the set of rational numbers and R the set of real numbers. The notations N >0 = N \ {0} and R ≥0 are self-explanatory. For each k ∈ N >0 we will write [k] := {1, . . . , k} and S k for the group of permutations of the set [k] . Given a smooth manifold M of dimension n with local coordinates x 1 , ..., x n , we will also write ∂ xj = ∂ ∂xj , j = 1, . . . , n for the associated vector fields.
We recall that a directed manifold is a tuple (M ; X 1 , . . . , X k ), where M is a smooth manifold and X 1 , . . . , X k are smooth vector fields defined over it. A morphism of directed manifolds is given by (f, α) :
Given a directed manifold (M ; X 1 , . . . , X k ) we can considerer piecewise smooth paths on M having as tangent vectors the vector fields X j , j = 1, ..., k. More precisely, let φ j (·, τ ) be the flow of X j at time τ i.e. the solution of Cauchy problem
The length of c is defined as |c| := n+1. We refer to D(n, k) as the set of configurations of directions of length n + 1 on [k]. Additionally for t ≥ 0 we will use the n−symplex defined as
≥0 | s 0 + s 1 + · · · + s n = t}, which interior can be parameterized using the variables
Indeed, we have the global parametrization ϕ :
where U is the interior of
To unify notation we will also write l 0 = 0 and l n+1 = t. If p ∈ M is fixed and n ∈ N, each pair
.., n, and the piecewise smooth path γ c,s
If q = γ c,s (t), γ c,s will be refereed as an indirect path from p to q in (M ; X 1 , ..., X k ).
Finally, given p, q ∈ M and t ≥ 0 we will say that p influences q at time t, if there exist n ∈ N and a pair (c, s) ∈ D(n, k) × ∆ t n such that γ c,s is an indirect path from p to q. We will denoted by
the space of indirect paths from p to q at time t with configuration c, the stratified space of indirect paths from p to q displayed at time t, the set of points in M influenced by p at time t and the set of points in M influenced by p some non-negative time, respectively. We note that only Γ p is independent of the order in which the vector fields of the directed manifold are taken, i.e., this set in the directed manifold (M ; X 1 , ..., X k ) is the same for the isomorphic directed manifolds (M ; X σ(1) , ..., X σ(k) ), for any permutation σ ∈ S k .
To familiarize the reader with the terminology we give some simple examples.
Furthermore p cannot be influenced by any other point in finite time.
∂xi are constant vector fields. Then Γ p is the convex hull of the lines determined by the X j starting at p. Example 2.3. Let M be an manifold and X a vector field defined over it with flow φ. In the directed manifold (M ; X), p influences q at time t ≥ 0 if and only if q = φ(p, t). The only possible configuration is c = (1), |c| = 1, Γ p,φ(p,t) (t) = {t} and Γ p = {φ(p, t) ∈ M | t ∈ I p ∩ R ≥0 }, where I p ⊆ R is the maximal interval where φ(p, ·) is defined.
It may happen that Γ p is actually dense in M . For instance in We are concerned with integrating functions defined on spaces of indirect paths Γ p,q (t). Using the above decomposition it is sufficient to do this on each Γ c p,q (t). We proceed by endowing ∆ t n with the Riemannian metric g defined with coordinates l 1 , . . . , l n by g := n j=1 dl 2 j which induces the volume form dγ n := dl 1 ∧ · · · ∧ dl n . Thus the volume associated to ∆ t n is precisely
In the examples that we studied in this article, each Γ c p,q (t) is an oriented submanifold embedded in ∆ t n , |c| = n + 1. Hence we can consider the Riemannian metric i * (g) and its associated volume form on it, where i : Γ c p,q (t) → ∆ t n is the natural inclusion. We will denote this volume form by dvol c,p,q . The total volume of Γ p,q (t) is defined as the sum of the volumes of its parts,
where vol c,p,q is the volume associated to the volume form dvol c,p,q . We remark that a priori there is no guarantee that this numerical series is convergent. When the context is clear we will write vol c,p,q = vol.
Example 2.4. Let M and X be as in Example 2.3. In principle, we can consider the directed manifold (M ; X 1 , . . . , X k ), where
n−1−m is naturally embedded on ∆ t n and it is given in the coordinates (l 1 , . . . , l n ) by the conditions
For each m = 0, 1, . . . , n−1, ∆ t n can be decomposed as the disjoint union 0≤s≤t ∆ s m ×∆ t−s n−1−m . The volume we have introduced on the simplexes is compatible with this decomposition. In fact, using the elementary formula for the Beta function
We point out that the previous observations are also valid if we consider the product of more than two simplexes naturally embedded on ∆ t n . In particular, the volume of the product is equal to the product of the volumes.
Remark 2.2. We can motivate geometrically the use of dγ n considering, for each j = 0, 1, . . . , n the projections π j : R n+1 → R n given by π j (s 0 , ..., s n ) = (s 0 , ..., s j−1 , s j+1 , . . . , s n ). Then
On R n , for j = n the parametrization (1) becomes a linear change of variables that preserves volume and then ds 0 ∧ · · · ∧ ds n−1 = dl 1 ∧ · · · ∧ dl n = dγ n . 
Thus the induced volume form is det(j * (h))dr 0 ∧ · · · ∧ dr n−1 = √ n + 1dr 0 ∧ · · · ∧ dr n−1 , due to the identity det(δ ij + 1) i,j=0,...,n−1 = n + 1. To prove this assertion, consider the projections π j : R n+1 → R n as in Remark 2.2 and ϕ given by (2) but defined on all R n . The statement follows by changing coordinates using the linear map L σ = π σ(n) • σ • ϕ : R n → R n because it is invertible, |det(L σ )| = 1 and thus preserves volume. Now we are ready to integrate functions defined on spaces of indirect paths.
Definition 2.1. Let (M ; X 1 , ..., X k ) be a directed manifold, p, q ∈ M and t ≥ 0. If F : Γ p,q (t) → R is a function, the path-like integral of F on Γ p,q (t) is defined by the formula Γp,q(t)
To make the above definition meaningful we assume that F | Γ c p,q (t) is integrable, for each c ∈ D(n, k). We remark that a priori there is no guarantee that even in this case the integral is a convergent numerical series. Nonetheless methods of summability could be applied to them.
It is clear from this definition that the integral is lineal
Γp,q(t)
Additionally, if F is bounded and vol(Γ p,q (t)) is finite then
Example 2.5. In a directed manifold (M ; X), if q = φ(p, t), a function F : Γ p,q (t) = {t} → R is just a value F (t) ∈ R. In this trivial case Γp,q(t) F (γ)d(γ) = F (t). 
From this formula we can integrate polynomial functions P : Γ p,q (t) → R, that is, functions P such that P | ∆ t n is a polynomial for every n ∈ N.
Continuous binomial coefficients
In this section we carry on in detail the notions introduced before for the directed manifold (R 2 , ∂ x , ∂ y ), where R 2 is considered with cartesian coordinates x, y. This context leads to a continuous analogue function for the binomial coefficients using the description of the binomial coefficients as the cardinal of integer-lattice paths, as described in [3] . We also bound the growth of the continuous binomial function using Bessel-Clifford functions.
In the directed manifold (R 2 , ∂ x , ∂ y ), the flows of the vector fields are given by φ 1 (x, y, τ ) = (x + τ, y), φ 2 (x, y, τ ) = (x, y + τ ), respectively. Note that if p = (x 0 , y 0 ) then
Furthermore q = (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ Γ p and t ≥ 0, p influences q at time t if and only if x 1 − x 0 + y 1 − y 0 = t. To determine Γ p,q (t) we consider Γ According to (3) we find the formula
valid when x 1 − x 0 ≥ 0 and y 1 − y 0 ≥ 0. Taking into account that t = x 1 − x 0 + y 1 − y 0 we can define a continuous analogue to the binomial coefficient as follows. Recall that n+m n counts the paths in the lattice Z 2 ⊂ R 2 from (0, 0) to (m, n) for m, n ∈ N. Similarly we can "count" the paths from (0, 0) to (x, y) for x, y ∈ R ≥0 which motivates the following Definition 3.1. Let t, a ∈ C be complex numbers. The continuous binomial coefficient t a is defined through the power series expansion
It is clear from this definition that this is an entire function of two variables. In [3] several combinatorial properties of these functions are developed in the case 0 ≤ a ≤ t when the analogue to the discrete case is valid. For additional results about continuous binomial coefficients see [10] . The situation in higher dimensions can be considered too, i.e. working in (R n , ∂ x1 , . . . , ∂ xn ) with cartesian coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n , to obtain continuous multinomial coefficients as it is explained in [9] .
The function (7) can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions of the first kind. In this work, as we will see, it is more convenient to express them in term of the Bessel-Clifford function of the first kind. These are entire functions of two complex variables z, ν ∈ C defined by means of the power series expansion
and they can be used to provide an alternative development of the theory of Bessel functions. Here Γ denotes the classical Gamma function. It is immediate from this expression that dCν dz = C ν+1 and the following recurrence relation is valid (9) zC ν+2 (z) + (ν + 1)C ν+1 (z) = C ν (z).
is a differential field containing all functions C ν+n , n ∈ N.
Furthermore for ν ∈ Z these functions can be obtained from the generating series exp ξ + z ξ = n∈Z C n (z)ξ n and in particular using Cauchy's integral formula for derivatives we see that
Using C 0 and C 1 we can express the continuous binomial coefficients as
and thus its successive derivatives w.r.t. t and s in terms of the C n :
Furthermore the continuous binomial coefficients are analytic solutions of the partial differential equation
Remark 3.1. It is clear from the definition that
Then it can be checked using the recurrence formula (9) for ν = 0 and ν = 1 that
formulas that will be used in the next section.
We can determine the exponential growth of the Bessel-Clifford functions and thus of the continuous binomial coefficients using typical formulas for the exponential order of entire functions (see e.g. [8, Thm. 2.1]). Instead we can directly bound C n using its integral representation.
Proposition 3.2. For any n ∈ N and nonzero z ∈ C we have that
Proof. Using formula (10) we see that |C n (z)| ≤ r −n exp(r + |z|/r). Since r > 0 is arbitrary, the proof follows by taking r = |z| which minimizes the exponential term. To finish this section we provide an example showing that the continuous binomial coefficients naturally appear when working with directed manifolds endowed with two vector fields.
Example 3.1. Employing notations as in Example 2.3 let λ ∈ R, λ = 0, 1 and consider the directed manifold (M ; X, λX). Since the flow φ λ of λX is given by φ λ (p, t) = φ(p, λt) we have
If q = φ(p, t 0 ), we can calculate vol(Γ p,q (t)) in terms of the continuous binomial coefficients proceeding as in the begining of this section. Indeed, consider for instance c = (1, 2, ..., 1, 2), |c| = 2m ≥ 2 and s ∈ Γ 
and vol Γ . Arguing similarly for the remaining cases we can conclude that
The formula holds for λ = 0 as well.
The integral of the length
In this section we compute explicitly the path-like integral of the length in a directed surface (M ; X 1 , X 2 ) endowed with a Riemannian metric, assuming that the flows of the orthogonal vector fields X 1 , X 2 provide a local parametrization of M and the metric assumes a particular simple form in these coordinates. This case allows us to recover the classical examples of surfaces with constant (Gaussian) curvature 0, 1 and −1.
Let M be a smooth surface, let Φ : R 2 x,y → M be a local parametrization and consider the vector fields X 1 = ∂ x and X 2 = ∂ y . Endow M locally with the metric g = h (x) 2 dx 2 + f (x) 2 dy 2 , where h and f are smooth positive strictly increasing functions. In this case the vector fields X 1 , X 2 are orthogonal. Since the length of a curve γ = Φ(γ 1 , γ 2 ) : [a, b] → M contained in the image of Φ is given by
we see that the flow lines
Calculating the Christoffel symbols associated with this metric and this parametrization, the Gaussian curvature of M at a point Φ(x, y) is given by
. This curvature is 0 if and only if f /h is constant. Furthermore the equations corresponding to the geodesic in this metric are given by
In particular, curves Φ(γ 1 (s), γ 2 (s)) such that γ 2 (s) is constant and h(γ 1 (s)) = c 0 s + c 1 for some c 0 > 0, c 1 ∈ R are geodesics.
The key to compute the path-like integral of the length on (M, X 1 , X 2 ) and thus to prove Theorem 4.1 is given by the next lemma dealing with the following recurrence integrals. 
Then I m is given by the formula
Proof. The above formula is proved by induction on m. For m = 1 it can be easily checked so assume it is valid for some m ∈ N >0 . Then using the recursive definition and induction hypothesis we see that 
